
Designer Frans van der Wielen
“The idea for the Ahrend Living Wall stems from an understanding that a “standing culture” has come into being. Having a 
brief chat, getting a quick drink, checking emails, surfi ng the internet, telephoning, etc. What is noticeable is that when people 
stand they want to lean on or against something. In most cases people lean against the wall. That made me think of designing 
a soft wall that will make all these activities as pleasant as possible. Moreover, it is also an advantage that the wall can now be 
actively used.”

> Embellishing (existing) walls using an upholstered panel 
system

> Excellent acoustics thanks to the stuffi ng and upholstery

> Functional use of a (existing) wall using function-specifi c 
elements

> A total concept: an attractive acoustic wall where the 
designer has complete freedom in terms of composition, 
size and form, materials, colours, look and function

> Optimum space usage without requiring additional space

> Can be used or extended one panel at a time, ranging from 
a single panel or a row of panels to fully upholstered walls

> A wall is created from soft panels, and you can lean against 
it while phoning or talking to others or sit on it while 
working – it is truly a living wall

> The panels can be arranged and exchanged fl exibly, 
depending on the purpose the area fulfi ls and the user’s 
activity

> Thanks to the fact that different materials and colours 
can be incorporated in the wall, the architect is 
challenged to create a unique wall

> Designer Frans van der Wielen, designed in 2010

Benefi ts Ahrend Living Wall 



Ahrend Living WallRange
Basic
> Modular wall panelling system, consisting of:
 - Stainless steel wall rail system 
 - 50 mm high skirting board, if located on the fl oor
 - MDF panels with cold-cure foam
> Panels:
 - covering: textile, plastic or leather
 - rail assembly: using four stainless steel suspension 

  mounts per panel
> Types of panels:
 - universal panel
 - fi tted panel
 - corner and end panel
 - standing chair panel
 - standing table panel
 - armrest panel (small)
 - open cupboard panel
 - telephone hood panel
 - chair-height sitting panel

Features 
> Panels: 800 x 400 mm
> Noise damping
> Interchangeable

Options
> Can be customised

www.ahrend.com

CSR
Ahrend aspires to become 
the most sustainable 
company in its sector in 
Europe. It aims to close the 
full production loops and 
engage in climate-neutral 
production by 2020, using 
the principles of Eco Design 
and Cradle-to-Cradle. The 
key element in this is the 
effi cient use (and reuse) of 
materials.


